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What Joy McFadden (and her husband Chris) and Diane Jennings (and her relative Bill) have engaged in by encouraging the trolls to attack me in the most vile ways possible was actually part of what Mary Weimar (OPPL Director) and Bridget Bittman (OPPL Spokesman) taught other public employees to do at the Hatefest held on 12/17/13 at the RAILS Burr Ridge location. On that date, Weimar and Bittman gave a 45-minute presentation on how to use social media to attack "the opposition" and scare away moms who complain about men masturbating openly in front of children in a public library or accessing child pornography in the building. A review of the Orland Park Public Library's internal records and local police reports revealed that on 22 occasions sex crimes were committed in the Library but in most cases the Library staff either chose to never call the police or they deliberately waited a few hours (or days!) until the men engaged in the behavior left the area so they would not be caught. In the case of the child porn being accessed, the OPPL was required by federal law to report that the facility had been used on 3/8/2011 to access child pornography but Mary Weimar chose never to call the police because it seems that she did not want the incident to make the news. So the report was hidden until I dug it up in October of 2013 when I encountered a man arousing himself in the Library near children and I was told that "we get a lot of those guys in here" and that Library staff would not stop him. Curious as to what "we get a lot of those guys in here" meant, I used the Freedom of Information Act to look at what other incidents had happened in this particular Library to see how staff responded. The Library fought my FOIA request for a month (the required response time is five days but Mary Weimar obstructed and stalled production). When I finally saw their incident reports, I was horrified by what had been going on in this place under Weimar's watch while she refused to do anything about it. And instead of ever addressing any of this with me, the Orland Park Public Library Board of Trustees chose to engage in a "crisis management strategy" where they would attack me in hopes that I would go away. They involved Orland Park Chief of Police Timothy J. McCarthy (who may be retiring in the fall over this fiasco) as goons to harass me. They violated my civil rights and those of people who stood with me and supported me. All to scare us away. Attack after attack after attack and to this day the Library Board will not speak to the public about why child porn is still available in the Library to those who know where to go to access it. The Library Board refuses to invite the Illinois Cyber Crimes Unit to the Library to do an inspection and audit of the dangers in the building. The Library refuses to allow the police to inspect the computers for child porn that's accessed (and the Library actually uses a mechanism called Drive Shield to obliterate the search histories on all its computers every night, so the police can never identify the sex offenders who are using the Library's deliberately anonymous Internet to access child porn and other illegal content). That's what this is about: holding a public body accountable for its behavior and for the fact that child porn is accessible in this building to this day but they refuse to do anything about it. Joy McFadden and Diane Jennings chose on 6/20/14 to rev up a bunch of trolls in the umpteenth attempt to scare me into silence so that the status quo will continue but I am not going to stop until the Illinois Cyber Crimes Unit is allowed into that building to conduct the audit and expose the security flaws that can be easily fixed if the Library would only just block the child porn access. That one simple fix would end all this. But they refuse to do that and as a result children are in great danger in that building from those who would seek to use the Orland Park Public Library as an access point for child porn.
How the Hateful Attacks on Megan Fox started, 6/20/14

Chris MoFadden (Husband), The Jellyvision Lab, Chicago

Joy MoFadden (Wife), Virtual Services Manager

Used information from Diane to help trolls find Megan’s home address (before Jennings did this, they were looking for her in the wrong town, but Jennings redirected their search).

Bill Jennings, Timeline, About

Diane’s relative Bill Jennings who works for IDOT

The Library wants to keep child porn available!

Library staff do not stop masturbators!

Library Board says child porn is “information”

Diane Jennings Board Member

SOURCE #1

SOURCE #2

Library admitted on 11/6/13 that child porn is accessible here!